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DP Energy’s Port Augusta hybrid wind and solar project moves into build phase 

• DP Energy partners with Spanish renewable energy giant Iberdrola on Pt Augusta project 
• Construction to commence in 2020, creating regional jobs and more power from SA 
• DP Energy has more Australian renewable energy projects in its pipeline 

Port Augusta hybrid wind and solar project in South Australia (SA), developed by international renewable 
energy developer DP Energy moves toward construction with global renewable energy giant Iberdrola. 
Construction on the ground-breaking project is to commence in 2020. 

With a history of more than 170 years, today Iberdrola is a global energy leader, a leader in wind power and 
one of the world's biggest electricity utilities by market capitalisation. The group supplies energy to more 
than 100 million people across the world.  

The Port Augusta Renewable Energy Park (PAREP) is one of the new breed of renewable projects designed to 
provide predictable power more uniformly across the day and when complete will be one of the southern 
hemisphere’s largest hybrid renewable power stations. 

The hybrid nature of the project capitalises on the very strong South Australian solar resource as well as the 
location of the site at the head of the Spencer Gulf where the thermal winds resulting from the temperature 
differences between land and sea increases throughout the day; with wind energy production peaking in the 
early evening when demand is greatest. When combined with the mid-day solar generation this results in a 
generation output better matched to the SA electricity demand profile when compared to a weather system 
driven wind or solar only project. 

Established more than 20 years ago, DP Energy has successfully delivered 13 renewable energy projects 
totalling 400MW in various jurisdictions with a further pipeline of projects totalling more than 2000MW 
under development across Australia, Canada, Ireland and the UK. These projects variously incorporate both 
on and off-shore wind, solar and tidal energy technologies, with PAREP selected as the first hybrid renewable 
facility. PAREP also represents DP Energy’s first renewable energy project in Australia. 

DP Energy CEO Simon De Pietro welcomed Iberdrola’s participation in the project. “We are delighted to have 
partnered with Iberdrola on this project. The company is a global energy leader with a track record of 31GW 
of renewable capacity amongst other activities. It’s exciting that they’ve chosen PAREP for their first 
investment in Australia and we are enthusiastic to see the project commence construction. DP Energy will 
continue to work with stakeholders and the local community and support Iberdrola through construction 
and commissioning,” Mr De Pietro said. “We have a strong pipeline of activity and we look forward to 
progressing these projects by utilising Australia’s world-class wind and solar assets, as we’ve done in Port 
Augusta.” 

Iberdrola’s Country Manager Fernando Santamaria said collaborating with the DP Energy team and securing 
Iberdrola’s first project in Australia was an important milestone. “A 320MW hybrid wind and solar project is 
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of great significance to our team and we look forward to working with local communities in South Australia 
throughout the lifetime of the project,” Mr Santamaria said. 

South Australian Minister for Trade and Investment, David Ridgway, has welcomed a $500 million 
investment by Iberdrola into DP Energy’s solar and wind farm project in Port Augusta – one of many projects 
in the pipeline arising from the government’s focus on renewable energy and delivering jobs and investment 
into regional South Australia. 

“South Australia’s reputation as Australia’s leader in renewable energy investment and our credentials of 
producing 52 per cent of our energy capacity from renewable sources, is helping to attract further 
investment into our state, creating jobs for our communities,” Minister Ridgway said. 

South Australian Minister for Energy and Mining, Dan van Holst Pellekaan, said Iberdrola’s investment was 
an endorsement of Port Augusta’s renewable energy credentials. “Iberdrola is a world leader in wind energy 
and will use DP Energy’s Port Augusta solar and wind farm project to make its debut in the Australian 
market, creating up to 200 regional construction jobs and upon completion, providing around 320 
megawatts of power from South Australia,” Minister van Holst Pellekaan said. 

DP Energy Australia Director and Country Manager Catherine Way said they were encouraged by the strong 
support for the project from the Port Augusta community and the South Australian Government. “Since the 
closure of the coal fired power station at Port Augusta the city has become a hub for innovative renewable 
energy projects due to the areas unique natural strengths, and PAREP is set to be an important part of that 
future energy mix and the landscape of the region,” Ms Way said. “More broadly, Australia has incredible 
natural renewable energy assets across the country, which will allow DP Energy to develop other projects in 
Australia.” 

Once complete, the Port Augusta Renewable Energy Park is projected to produce approximately 900 
gigawatt hours (GWh) per annum, enough to power around 180,000 households each year, with an 
emissions saving of approximately 400,000 metric tonnes of CO2 annually. 
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